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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Pastures are becoming increasingly important in Mississippi agriculture. This
is shown by the number of plowable acres put to pasture in the past ten years.
The value of pastures is shown as a cheap source of feed, the use of which
results in increased efficiency of animal production and in soil conservation.
Soil fertility and the location of the pasture so as to fit in with other farming
operations are the main factors to consider in the selection of pasture land.
The amount of soil preparation necessary varies with the condition of land,
the preceding crop, desirable crops growing, and the amount of noxious plants

preparation should eliminate obstructions to the use of farm mamowing machine.
The plants most commonly used in Mississippi pastures and methods of estIt is lecommended that the grass base be established
ablishment are discussed.
fiist, followed by the seeding of pasture legumes, as:
present.

Any

chinery, especially the

8 to 12

pounds of

Dallis grass per acre seeded in early fall,

10 to 15 pounds of Lespedeza per acre sefeded in early February,
2 to 4

pounds of While Dutch or Hop clover seeded the following

fall.

should again be emphasized that all plants should be allowed to become
Graze lightly the first season.
firmly established before utilization begins.
Pasture improvement by means of timely mowing and proper fertilization
It

more grazing material which is of a higher quality
and more palatable.
Both practices make conditions more favorable for the
growth of desirable pasture plants. The use of these practices also tend to cause
a more even production throughout the grazing season.
Fertilization should be for the benefit of pasture legumes.
For the Brown
Loam and Prairie regions this is best done by the application of 200 to 400 pounds
of superphosphate or 500 to 800 pounds of basic slag per acre per year.
For
the infertile soils of the Coastal Plains, 100 pounds of potash should be included
in this mixture.
Liming should be applied at the late of 500 to 1000 pounds every
results in the production of

fifth year.

After the establishment of pastures, the most important factor in pasture
is the prevention of overgrazing.
This can best be done by the use
of supplemental grazing crops.
The value of returning animal manures to the
soil as a pasture management practice is shown.
The seeding of desirable plant mixtures which are allowed to become fully

management

mowing and proper fertiand the prevention of both undergrazing and ovei grazing will result in
comparatively high producing and efficient Mississippi pastures.
established, the application of the practices of timely

lization,
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Pastures In Mississippi
A

Preliminary Report

By H. W. BENNETT, Associate Agronomist
The immediate
demand for pasture information, however, makes desirable the publication of

Pastures have received less attention
than any other major phase of Mississippi ag-riculture.
This lack of attention has principally been due to the
one-crop system of farming so long

period to be conclusive.

has

Such a system
caused agronomic research to be
chiefly concerned with the
varieties,

It should be kept in mind that the
suggestions and recommendations here-

the cultural practices, and the rates and

findings, and that as

analyses

ducted these may change.
Especially
will this be true with respect to more

practiced in the state.

of

fertilizer

applications

for

the crops grown.

However,

recent years the agricultural conservation program, problems
in land utilization, reduced prices for
in

products of crop land, the demand for
erosion control, and

increased

interest

more

especially the

preliminary report on pasture

this

in-

vestigations by the Mississippi Station.

reported

in

definite
soil

are

based

on preliminary

more work

recommendations for

is

con-

specific

areas of the state.

Value of Pastures
The lowering of the cost of production and the efficiency of production

production
of
livestock and livestock products, have
caused more attention to be given to

are as important in agriculture as in
any other type of industry. In this

pastures.

tion of livestock

That more attention is being given to
pastures by state farmers is shown by
the agricultural census report of 1940.
This report shows that in the last ten

pastures.

in

years there has been an increase of
1,206,896 acres of plowable land put to

economic sense, the efficient producand livestock products
is

directly related to the production of

That pasture production plays an extremely important part in the agriculture

of

Mississippi

shown

by the
various
departments of the Mississippi Agriculpractical

results

is

obtained

by

Pastures now account for
2,702,190 of the state's 10,702,733 acres
of land available for crops, or slightly
more than twenty-five percent of the
plowable acres of the state.
Not included in these figures are those acres

Experiment Station.
The Dairy Department has conducted many tests which show that no other
method of providing feed for livestock

which are classed as
"other" pastures.

good pastures. Pasture made on eroded land was found to furnish nutrients

pastures.

"woodland"

or

The increased interest in pastures has
caused an increased demand for information concerning pastures.
Although
considerable
investigational
work has been done on pastures, with
promising results to date, the very nature
tests

of

be

problem necessitates that
conducted over a
long-time

the

tural

offers as great returns as the

equivalent per

cow per day,

to

use of

those

found in 8.5 pounds of good hay, 26
pounds of silage, and 4 pounds of concentrates.
Should a like amount of
nutrients be furnished in the form of
purchased feed over a period of one
year there would be a cost of $42.38.
This means that this pasture, in terms
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may

be cited.

As a

result

purchased feed, was worth $42.38
per acre. Other results obtained by the
Dairy department show that a p:ood
pasture alone will provide for animal
maintenance and the production of at
least 15 pounds of 4 percent milk per
cow per day. The matter of maintenance is quite important, as a milking

these tests

half the nutrients in the feed she consumes merely for maintaininj? her body.

same amount of

The Animal Husbandry Department,
in an experiment comparing methods of
feeding- work mules, has found when
mules were allowed to graze only at
nig:ht and on idle days, that there was
a saving of 25 percent in grain and a
50 percent saving in hay consumed as
compared with the barn- and lot-fed

the

These results take on considervalue when one considers that a
will
properly fed 1000-pound mule
consume 2 tons of hay and 60 bushels

of stabilizing and utilizing the many
eroded acres of Mississippi soil, thus
enabling the realization of more income
and food products than formerly. These!
examples show, further, that the general-crops farmer, as well as the livestock farmer, needs good pasture foi'
his milk cows, beef cattle, hogs, poultry,!
and for his work stock in idle times.

of

dairy

cow requires nearly

mules.
able

of corn per year.

Other experiments carried on by the
Animal Husbandry Department have
shown the value of pastures. More
pork has been produced per 100 pounds
of feed where grain-fed pigs were allowed to graze than when fed on dry
lot.
It has also been shown that more
cottonseed meal, a home-grown concan be fed
than to pen-fed pigs.
centrate,

to

grazing pigs

The Poultry Department has found
more eggs are produced, there is

that

less mortality in the flock,

ficiency of production

poultry

is

is

and the

increased

ef-

when

allowed pasturage.

The value of a pasture is almost inestimable when viewed from a soil
conservation standpoint.
The Agricultural Engineering Department in cooperation with the Soil Conservation
Service conducts experiments testing the
rate of soil losses under different slopes
and cropping practices.
A typical example of the results obtained from

of 24 inches of rain over a period of

amount of soil lost
from a 9 percent slope covered with
sod was only .08 tons per acre, while
three months, the

a crop-cultivated 7.5 percent slope lost

approximately 5 tons of soil per acre
during the same period and with the
This

rainfall.

gives

a value to pastures which amounts

huge proportions when one

to*

consider?!

average annual rainfall and the!
topography of many of the Mississippi

pastures.

These examples are given to

illustrate

the value of pastures, not only from a

general farming standpoint, or for the
economic production of livestock and
livestock products, but also as a means

Selection of Pasture

Land

probably the most
important factor to be considered in thf
selection of land for pasture. Like otheij
crops, pasture plants can produce onl^v
in proportion to the productive capac
ity of the soils upon which they are,
grown. Land that is too poor to produce crops will cause disappointment ii
put to pasture.
Most of the bottom
land can be made into excellent pas
tures provided adequate drainage h
Soil

given.

fertility

In

is

many

instances

it

may

be

advisable to remove unproductive tim

and shrubs to provide pas
turage in low fertile bottoms and pui
back to trees or other permanent vege

ber, briars,

tation

now

many

of the infertile, steep

land.'

in pasture.

Soil fertility affects not only

quant

MISSISSIPPI
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ity of production, but the quality of
pasture forage production as well. The
same species of plants grown on soils
varying in fertility will vary in amounts

produced

in

fertility,

and

proportion to the degree of
will vary also in the chemical composition of the forage produced.
As for example, Bermuda grass
and lespedeza clippings grown on in-

Norfolk soil contained 8.5 percent protein, 0.41 precent calcium and

fertile

percent

0.09

phosphorous.

of these same species

Grenada

Clippings

grown on

grown on Norfolk soil contained
20.5 percent protein and 1.25 percent
calcium, while White Dutch on Grenada
contained 23.7 percent protein and
1.68 percent calcium.
The effect of
fertility on the quality of production is
soil

shown significantly by fertilizer treatments applied to pastures on the same
resulting

not

only in increased
yields but also in increased mineral content
of
the
pasture
plants
which
amounts to a doubling in many cases
(see table 17.) It

must be kept

that the same soil type
ly in fertility

From

in

mind

may vary

wide-

and production capacity.

data

ready growing, and the amount of noxious plants present.
If the land

obtained

on

is

not open it should be
are not need-

of trees which

cleared

ed for shade or erosion control, and of
bushes, briars, and shrubs.
Such vegetation should be cut low enough to permit the use of machinery on the area;
much cut-over land could be made more
profitable merely by clearing and rid-

ding of stumps so that
rakes could be used.

Should land that

soil

clover

soil,

5

mowers and

fairly

contained 11.6 percent protein, 0.67 percent calcium and
0.15 percent phosphorou's. White Dutch
fertile

356

both

the

and quality of herbage produced it can easily be said that good
land produces good pasture.
quantity

is

to be

put to pas-

ture have slope enough to be subject to

means should be provided for
control.
Such structures as

erosion,

erosion

terraces and diversions should be con-

break
water

structed that will satisfactorily

up any excessive accumulation of
and divert this water to natural
age areas or into well-vegetated
The construction of mechanical
tures is more important on land

drainareas.
struc-

to be
prevents the movement of
seed by flowing water and the starting of gullies before the soil is covered
with pasture plants. When converting
previously terraced fields to pasture,
the terraces and the row system should
be reworked so that all rows are on a
contour and the furrows are shallow

seeded, as

enough

it

to allow

mowing.

Proper drainage

is

often

as

impor-

tant as erosion control measures. Especially

this

is

true

of

the

Delta

and

Other factors are to be considered in
the selection of pasture land.
The individual farmer must make the selec-

Prairie sections and of fertile bottoms

tion

in

other sections of the State.

Many

with other

Prairie pastures contain seepage areas

farming operations, the location of
water supply, and the convenience to

which may be drained by means of terraces, in which case the terraces serve a

the barns in case of pastures for dairy

two-fold purpose.

cattle

of

land

as

and work

it

fits

in

stock.

Preparation of Land For Pastures
The amount of soil preparation
necessary in pasture making will vary
according to the condition of the land,
the preceding crop, desirable plants al-

Much land to be converted into pasmay have varying amounts of

tures

desirable

mon

plants

out the

growing. Thus, combe found through-

may
Brown Loam

lespedeza

area, or

Hop

clover

throughout the Prairie. Plowing such
land would eradicate these plants, and
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money and time could be more

profit-

ably spent in eradicating noxious plants
so as to promote the growth of the desirable plants already established and incorporating other species desired, than

Plowing should be
in soil preparation.
done where there is such a dense growth
of undesirable weeds or other plants
that pasture plant seed sown might not

come

Soil
contact with the soil.
caked or too hard for root penetration should be loosened by plowing

that

into

is

or disking.
In

cases

where

preparation

soil

paration, prerequisites

is

include

for pasture

elimination

of

de-

ob-

farm machinery may
and the planting of pasture

structions so that
used,

be

plant species on a firm seed-bed.

NUMBER OF PASTURE
PLANTS RECOMMENDED

Early

A

state-wide

pasture mixture

recommendation
is

as

follows

for
Dallis

:

(Paspalum dilatatum), Bermuda
White
(Cynondon
dactyton).
Dutch clover (Trifolium repens), and
Common Lespedeza (Lespedeza striata).
Certain changes may be made

grass

grass

for variations in soil fertility, soil mois-

and seed price. For example,
Medic (Medicago lupulina) or
Korean lespedeza (Lespedeza stipu-

ture,

pasture

Mississippi

recommendations
Agricultural

ment Station included

a large

be substituted for common
soil
of
the
on Houston
Prairie; and Alsike clover (Trifolium
hybridium) for White Dutch in certain
areas of the Delta that tend to be wet.
Hop clover, either Low (Trifolium procumbens) or Least (Trifolium dubium)
may be substituted for White Dutch
on soils of low fertility where no fertilization is to be practiced.

may

lacea)

lespedeza

The plants commonly used for perma-

LIMITED

the

put to pasture.

Black

made, it should be done far enough in
advance of planting for the seed-bed to
All
experimental evibecome firm.
dence points to the necessity for seeding on a firm seed-bed. In any case,
whether with much or little soil pre-

velopment

of a higher fertility than the majority
of the Mississippi soils which have been

of

nent

pasture

Mississippi,

including

separately.

Experi-

Dallis

number

widely varying species of plants.
Later investigational work has shown
that after several years of pasturing
there remains a relatively small number
of species to furnish grazing, although
seed of many different plants may
have been sown.
It is for this reason
that mixtures recommended for seeding pastures are simple rather than complex, containing but few species, with
exceptions for specific cases. Seed of

in

recommended and some species
not recommended, will be considered

those

Grass

Paspalum dilatatum

of

Dallis

grass

—

also

commonly

called

species

now recommended demand

the

Paspalum, Large Water grass, or Knot
belongs to that group of grasses
grass
which are botanically -classified as Paspalum. This genus of grasses is made
up of approximately 400 species. Some
35 of these species are of relatively
wide distribution in Mississippi. Most
of them are coarse and unpalatable to
Dallis grass, however, is very
livestock.
nutritious and is by far the most im-

highest

prices,

but this is due to
fact that such mixtures produce
best and most economical pastures
are valued accordingly.
Most of

the

portant of these species.

species

recommended do

best on

the

and
the
soils

—

is a fast growing perenbunch grass with a deep root sys*
tem.
It produces many basal
leaves

Dallis grass

nial

which,

following

grazing

or

drought,

I
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TABLE 1.— THE EFFECT OF CLOVER ASSOCIATION ON THE YIELD
OF DALLIS GRASS
Yields of dry matter per acre on three soils

Grenada

Sarpy

Crop

|

Dallis grass alone

Dallis grass of the association
Clover of the associatio n

Ruston

|

8910.2
7346.9
1996.2

9458.0
6978.7
1807.5

7258^9
6442.5
1866.6

9343.1

8786.2

8309.1

Total yield of the Dallis grass and

White Dutch combination

makes a more rapid recovery than any

Plains.

It is
our pasture grasses.
propagated by seed produ'ced on long
(one to four feet) upright seed stalks.
It grows over a long season, being the

is

of

other

first

of

growth

summer

the

grasses to

begin

spring and the last to be
fall.
In the spring it
will furnish good grazing several weeks
earlier than Bermuda.
in the

frosted

in

the

The analysis of the

This grass

is

adapted to a wide va
makes its best growth
soils because of more

It

bottomland
fertility and soil moisture.
It will
thrive on lower land than Carpet, and
will grow higher on the hills. It is more
tolerant to excessive soil moisture, and
at the same time is more drought resistant, than Bermuda or Carpet grass
It grows well on all soils except
the
extremely sandy ones.

on

soil

being a bunch grass,
clumps and will not completely cover the soil with a dense sod. However, this is an advantage in that it
makes Dallis particularly adapted to
associated growth with other desirable
Dallis

grows

grass,

in

pasture plants, especially the legumes.
may be shown by the results of

This
a

greenhouse experiment run on three
with Dallis grass and White Dutch

Percent

Percent

Type

Soil

pH

calcium

nitrogen

Sarpy sandy loam

061

.74

loam

.101

.32

6.2

048

.31

6.1

Grenada
Ruston

silt

loam

sandy

Two

series

of plots were

each of the three
riety of soils.

used

soils

as follows:

of

soil types.

consisted

plots

grass plants.

entirely

The other

6.5

used

on

One

series

of

Dallis

series of plots

of Dallis grass and White
Dutch clover plants growing in com-

consisted

This combination

bination.
the

same

total

number

contained

of plants, as the

grass plots, but one-third of the total

number were

Dallis

grass

plants

the other two-thirds of the total

and

num-

ber were White Dutch clover plants. For

every three Dallis grass plants growing on one series of plots there was one
Dallis grass plant and two White Dirtch
clover plants growing on the series of

having the grass and clover comThus, each plot on each soil
type contained the same number of
plants regardless of whether this total
number was made up of grass plants
alone or of a combination of grass and

plots

bination.

soils

clover plants.

clover.

The yield of dry matter produced per
acre of five cuttings is shown in table 1.

Association With Clovers
Used

in

this

Lest

was Sarpy

sandy

loam, a fertile Delta soil; Grenada silt'
loam, a medium-fertile hill soil of the
Brown Loam area; Ruston sandy loam,
a medium-fertile soil of the Coastal

Dallis- White

From

Dutch Pasture Yields

it may be seen that
containing the grass and
clover combination produ'ced more total
growth than the plots having the same

the

this table

plots

PASTURES IN MISSISSIPPI
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2— THE EFFECT OF ASSOCIATED GROWTH ON THE PER ACRE
YIELDS OF CRUDE PROTEIN, CALCIUM AND PHOSPHORUS.

TABLE

Pounds produced on three

soils

Ruston

ida

Sarpy

Phos=
Calcium Iphorous

Phos= Crude
CalPhos= Crude
CalL^rude
Proteinj cium |phorous Proteinj cium phorous' Protein
583.3
28.5
53.8
937.7
22.8
42.4
Dallis alone. --- 733.0
Dallis of the
557.4
15.2
38.9
656.9
22.8
33.2
association.. 668.2
Clover of the
316.1
5.4
30.9
370.8
6.1
27.8
association- 351.5

I

I

I

I

27.3

20.8

21.6

19.4

24.9

5.&

46.5

24.fi

Total of the
Dallis and

Clover com-

total

61.0

1019.6

bination....

number

plants

grass

of

grown

Considering the yields separate-

alone.

will be
ly on the combination plots, it
seen that the grass plants profited from
One-third the
the associated growth.

number

of grass plants,

when grown

in

combination with a legume, produced on
Sarpy sandy loam 82.46 percent as much
material as three plants when
alone, 73.79 percent as much as
three plants grown alone on Grenada
silt loam, and 88.75 percent as much as
three plants grown alone on Ruston
sandy loam. The higher nitrogen congrass

alone.

The

single grass plant productioii

of crude protein

and minerals was high

grown

er in those plants

in associatioi,

with clover than the single grass plan
where grass alone wa
production

One

grown.

plant

grass

grown

witl!

clover produced the following percentj
ages of minerals as was produced b;
three grass plants grown alone:
Crude

grown

Grenada silt loam is reflected in the greater growth of grass when
grown alone, and in the lessened in-

873.5

20.6

69.8

28.9 1027.8

Soil

Type
sandy loam

Phos-

1

protein

1

phorou

Calcium

100.00

..

91.16

78.30

...

70.05

72.30

53.33

Ruston sandy loam..

95. 56

79.12

93.27

Sarp

Grenada

silt

loa

m

tent of the

crease due
growth.

to

the

difference

This

in

associated

the

grass

clover

yield

overbalanced when the
quality of the plant material and the

was,

total

however,
yield

of

one-third

Dallis

grass

plants plus the two-thirds White Dutch
clover combination are considered. The

pounds per acre production of crude
calcium, and phosphorous are
shown in table 2.
protein,

From

may

be seen that
the total per acre mineral and crude
protein yields of the Dallis grass and
these data

it

White Dutch clover combination were
greater than the per acre yields of the
same number of grass plants grown

With one exception these data sho^
when grown in association with

that

legume, one Dallis grass plant produc
ed over two-thirds as much crude pre
tein, calcium, and phosphorous as di
three

Dallis

grass plants

without clover.

when grow

These data show

fui

ther that the less nitrogen contained
the soil the greater the increase
mineral and crude protein productio
i

i

by

grass
legumes.

Thus

is

plants

when

emphasized

grown
the

characteristic of Dallis grass

wit

desirabl

grown

—

ij

combination with other plants a chai
acteristic of value because of a greate
per acre yield, and also because of
greater per plant production of herbagi
and mineral composition.

MTSSTSSIPPT Ar.Rim.TrRAT.

FIGURE

1.

— Left:

mowed

of

Young

Dallis forage,

Dallis grass
as applied.
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Young
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Left:
produced as a result of mulching.
The mulch
plants coming up through mulching material.

Establishing Dallis Grass

From the results shown
may be seen that soil

in the table;

advantages, however, Dallis grass has the disadvantage
of being difficult to establish by ordinary methods of seeding. This is due
to seed of a low percentage germination

preparation
very materially increased the stand of
grass, and that the increase in stand
was in proportion to the amount of

and to ineffective methods of seeding.
That Dallis grass can be successfully
established in spite of low quality seed
has been shown by tests of methods of
seeding pasture grass conducted by the
Mississippi
Agricultural
Experiment

mixed with the

Along: with

these

Station.

Seeding

eight

pounds

of

Dallis grass seed per acre

ing

practices

sults

:

TABLE

gave

the

domestic

under vary-

following

re-

of

the

Method

of

No.
of

Broadcast

Mulched
Prepared

Prepared

preparation.

twice the

When

seed were slightly
there were nearly
of plants as where

soil

number

planted in open rows without mixing.
Preparation by open furrows only was
ten times as effective as no preparation.
Seeding broadcast, as is ordinarily done, gave only one plant every

two square feet. This test shows clearly
the advantage of preparation if it be
nothing more than a furrow to hold
the seed in place.

3.—The Effect

Seeding

on the Stand of Dallis Grass.

Method

it

Seeding

— No preparation
— No preparation

— Open furrows
— Open furrows —

plantfe

per sq. foot
0.5
6.0
_

5.0

Harrowed....

9.0

It should be kept in mind
pasture grass seed are slow
nate.
The time necessary
an official germination test

that most
to

germi-

to

obtain

for Dallis

and Kentucky Blu-e grass is 28 days.
Therefore, any
method of seeding
should provide that the seed should lay

where they fall when sown.
Herein
the advantage of mulching, or of

lies
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FIGURE

2.

— Left:

per acre

Dallis grass stand re'sulting from the August seeding of eiglht lbs.
Right: Same seeding, protected
on a prepared seed-bed in August.

and weeds

until the following July, produced 255

planting in a furrow, and of lightly
covering the seed in the furrow by harrowing.
Probably the most significant result
of this work is the stand obtained by
means of mulching. Where mulched,
there were twelve times more plants
than when planted broadcast.
This is
a very satisfactory method of establishing Dallis grass.

Excellent results have
been obtained when mulching has been
done at the rate of one ton of cut
material per three acres. Examples of
mulching are shown in figure 1.

Methods of Seeding
Where extreme difficulty in establishment is anticipated or experienced, a
practical procedure
(1)
(2)

is

to:

Thoroughly prepare an area
Sow 6 to 8 pounds per acre

pounds

of clean seed per

aero at

of Dallis grass seed in

harrow

of

domestic seed

against
itJs

grauzing

first cutting.

narrow rows and

lightly

Allow to mature seed, and
Mow and scatter the entire
mass where Dallis grass is desired, at
(3)
(4)

the rate of

1

ton of the cut material

to 3 acres.

The same satisfactory

results

may

be obtained by protecting already existing stands against grazing and weed
growth, and mowing and scattering the

cut material in the

same manner.

Excellent results have also been obtained by sowing 4 to 6 pounds of seed
in scooter furrows spaced three to four
feet apart and allowing the resulting
Dallis grass plants to seed and
fall

where plants were
two feet apart in rows which
were three feet apart and allowed to
over.

spaced

In test plots

MISSISSIPPI

seed,

was

there
a

spring-

stand
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produ'ced
of fifteen

next

the

per

plants

fore heavy grazing or

A

good practice
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is

done

is

allow

to

square foot.

seed stalks to begin showing before per-

These seeding tests have led to the
recommendations:
1.
Where possible, sow Dallis grass
on a prepared but firm seed-bed in narrow rows, and lightly harrow,

mitting heavy grazing.

following-

sowing for the first time on
run shallow furrows three
five feet apart, and sow seed in the

2.

If

Improved

centage of seed.
idea

to

are

3.

Dallis

Grass Sought
had the reputa-

tion of producing an extremely low per-

old pasture,

furrow.

Dallis

Dallis grass has long

that

So widespread

domestically

In

against.

discriminated

is

produced

this

seed

an en-

deavor to determine the extent of seed

Where
grass

material from a cut-over
area is available, mulch

new areas where Dallis is desired at the
rate of one ton for every three acres.
Dallis grass

should be seeded from
May. Like Bermuda sodding, the supply of moisture is more
important than the time of seeding, and

September

to

early seeding permits the establishment
of plants while moisture is usually

abundant.
Mulching may be done at
the time of cutting mature Dallis grass.

Under any method of seeding

it

is

ex-

tremely important that Dallis plants be
allowed to become fu-lly established be.-.

production

and

chances

of

improve-

ment, the Mississippi Agricultural Ex-

periment Station
ing project with

is

conducting a breed-

this species of grass.

Seed from widespread sources were
germinated and single plants transplanted to individual plots. These individual
plants were then transplanted to the
field and spaced three feet apart. After
harvest, the percentage of seed produc-

ed by approximately ten thousand such
These
spaced plants was determined.
data are summarized in the following
table:
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TABLE

—

Percent Seed Produced
4.
and Percentage of Population of
Dallis Grass

Percentage of
population in
each class

Percent seed
class

10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69

0.40
3.67

11.34
38.29
34.83
10.73
0.68
0.07

70-79
80-89

produces seed profusely and is immune
to ergot but has undesirable growth
quantities of
habits) produced large
seed, but germination was nearly nil.
First generation hybrids between Dal-

and the various species of paspalum
produced seed of a widely varying

lis

germination.

Some seven thousand second-generabeing
hybrid
plants
are
grown by the Agronomy Department,
from which selections are being made

tion

plant type and seed production.
This work will be reported as progress
for
is

From this table it may be seen that
over 73 percent of the popirlation were
in the classes producing from 40 to 59
percent of good seed. Due to the wide
variations found, it is believed that a
continued practice of selecting- the better producing plant and increasing the
seed therefrom, shows promise of improving the amount of good seed produced.
From these data may be seen
also that Dallis grass does not produce
as few seed as has been formerly assumed. Thorough cleaning of domestic
seed will greatly improve the results
obtained from sowing such seed.

First
generation
hybrids
beween
Vasey and Malacophyllum (seed of both
species germinating well above 90%)
have produced seed of an extremely
low germination (0.5%).
In seeding

harmful
from
this source is rare, however, and mowing or heavy grazing will prevent it.
to

ergot-diseased

cattle.

Injury

Much work

is

heads are
to

livestock

being done in breeding

and selection at the Mississippi Station,
seeking an improved strain or variety of
Dallis.
Early results are promising in
some instances, discouraging in others.

sease resistance into Dallis.

Hybrids between Dallis and Malacophyllum (an introduced species which

pastures, Dallis grass

crowds out the young grass plants in
the spring. For a mixed stand, it seems
a good practice to seed Dallis in the
fall,
followed by lespedeza in early
February, and by White Dutch or other
clover the next fall.

Basic Summer Pasture Grass
Growing over a long season and on
wide variety of soils, being drought
and heat resistant, and having an outstanding ability to combine with other
especially the legumes used in
plants
has caused Dallis
pasture mixtures
grass to be recommended as the basic

a

—

—

summer

grass for permanent pastures.
should be included in all pasture mixtures except those planted on extremeIt

ly

Hybrids between Dallis and resistant
or immune species of paspalum are
showing promise of incorporating di-

new

Where clover
be seeded first.
and grass are seeded together, the
clover gets started growing first, and
should

Dallis grass also has the disadvantage
of being susceptible to a disease known
as ergot. When eaten in large amounts

the

made.

sandy

soils.

Bermuda Grass
Cynodon datylon
Bermuda

is

perennial grass.

a

low,

It is

sod-forming,

commonly prop-

agated by means of both surface run-
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4.

— Showing

better practice

how

clovers
to establish

is

crowd young grass plants when sown together
the grass stand, then the clover

ners and underground rootstocks. These
growth characteristcis make it our best
soil conserving crop and at the same
time a serious pest where not wanted.
It is at present the most widely used
permanent pasture grass in the state.
Bermuda grass is adapted to practically

soils

all

fairly well

make

the

state

that

are

drained and not extremely

Bermuda,

poor.

in

like

Dailis,

is

able to

creditable growth only on soils of

at least a fair level of fertility.

Bermuda grass makes excellent paswhen young and succulent. With
the coming of summer or droughty conturage

ditions

it

soon becomes fibrous and un-

palatable.

Establishing Bermuda Grass
Bermuda is propagated principally
by means of sod parts. The recom-

356
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the

fall.

The

stand.

mended method is to place pieces of
sod at three to four foot intervals, or
to

scatter sod parts and cut in with a

This method is costly, requires a
long time for establishment, and success is dependent upon moisture con-

disc.

ditions.

Good stands
difficult

to

of

obtain

Bermuda grass are
by means of seed.

Seedings must be relatively heavy, 10
to 20 pounds per acre, and on a prepared seed-bed. Experimental evidence
has shown that Bermuda seed should be
planted deeper than formerly thought
sufficient.
Better results have been
obtained by seeding one-fourth inch
deep than by surface seeding, with or
without harrowing.

Whether seeded or sodded, Bermuda
must be given time to establish itself.

PASTURES IN MISSISSIPPI
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Too, the denssod makes it extremely difficult for other pasture plants to grow
in combination with Carpet grass.
is

difficult to eradicate.

ity of the

Pastures

in

areas

where conditions

are favorable for the growth of Carpet
as in South Mississippi, usually
have only this grass for grazing. Such
pastures can be and should be improved
by disking, liming, phosphating, and
seeding Dallis grass and clovers.
grass,

Establishing Carpet Grass

FIGURE

5.

grass

— Looking
sod,

down on a Carpet
how completely it is

directly

showing

crowding out Hop clover. Note the density
the sod formed by this grass.
Photograph taken at the Natchez Branch Station.

of

Grazing soon after germinating or
sodding will weaken the plants
and prevent formation of enough rootstocks for complete ground coverage.
Recently sodded areas should be grazed
lightly, if at all, to permit complete
coverage of the ground.
One to two
years are necessary for the establishsprig

Seedings of Carpet grass, like Bermuda and Dallis, must be given time
for establishment.
Seedings at the
Natchez Branch Station have shown that
it takes two years for establishment by
means of seed, even when sown on a
prepared seed-bed at the rate of 15
pounds per acre. So prevalent is this
grass in regions of South Mississippi,
however, that clearing the land of trees
and brush results in complete ground
coverage the second year without seeding.

Because of its low nutritive value
and its habit of growth which crowds
out

the

plants,

grass

much more

desirable

pasture

pasture seedings of
are not recommended.

Carpet

White Dutch Clover
Trifolium repens

ing,

White Dutch clover is the best spring
pasture clover for the majority of Misissippi pastures. It is a shallow rooted,
perennial plant that creeps on the surface and takes root at the joints. This
clover gives grazing over a longer
period than any other of our spring
clovers because of its indeterminate
habit of growth
growing, blossoming,
and seeding at the same time. It seeds
profusely throughout its growing season, and with the coming of dry weather

Being adapted to moist bottomlands,
Carpet grass forms a dense sod which

moisture condiit again begins growth, blossoming, and seeding.

ment

of a full sod.

Were

not for expensive establishment, lack of drought resistance, becoming fibrous soon in the season, and
were it not a pest where fields are to
it

be rotated, Bermuda would be our
summer pasture grass.

best

Carpet Grass
Axonopus compressus
Carpet grass

is also a low, sod-formperennial grass.
It is propagated
by seed and by creeping plant parts.

—

will

lie

dormant

until

tions are favorable

when
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FIGURE

6.— White Dutch clover and Dallis grass growing on Waverly

producing

soil

of

The other pasture

clovers,

being

de-

growth when they have seeded.
causes

White

This

plant

Dutch

more plant material per
than many other more upright

acre

habit

IS

a relatively poor cotton

the Delta.

terminate in their habit of growth, finish their

soil,

356

often

to yield

growing clovers.

White Dutch clover is adapted to
of the state where moisture

sufficient for its growth,
soil

its

well

first

all
is

re-

supplied

with moisture. This is why it will be
found more frequently in the bottomlands of the hill section of the state
and will do better on the heavier Delta
soils under average
conditions.
Like
other crops, White Dutch does best on
fertile soils but will grow well on any
soil that will produce the common pasture grasses.
Much of our Delta soil,
because of its high silt content, poor
drainage, and consequ-ent high moisture
content will grow clover and grass to
advantage.

White Dutch clover

limited,

hay

will

yield

quantities comparable with our

in

commonly used clovers. In an experiment conducted on Memphis silt loam
at the Natchez Branch Station, all
clover

soils

quirement being a

Comparative Yield of Clovers
Where moisture and fertility are not

seeded in October at the rate

of eight pounds per acre and harvested
when in full bloom produced in the

spring of 1941 the following amou'nts
of green weight per acre:

TABLE 7.—Yield

of

Green

Weight

Per Acre, Six Clover Varieties.

Pounds green wt.
per acre

Variety

12110.1
22216.4
15043.2
18615.3
24400.3
16036.4

Persian

White Dutch

Low Hop
Red
Crimson
Lappa

From

these

that White

data

it

may

be

seen

Dutch clover was outyield-
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ed by only one variety, Crimson. Yields
would vary much more if harvest had
been made under conditions similar to

Fertilizing

White Dutch clover responds to lime
and phosphate fertilization on soils low
in these elements.
Grown on Grenada
silt loam with and without lime,
the
White Dutch clover yield, without lime,
was doubled by 100 pounds of 16%
superphosphate and trebled by 200
pounds. (See table 6). With a small
amount of lime, however, the 100pound phosphatic treatment produced
three times and the 200-pound phosphatic treatment produced six times the
amount of green weight per acre. It

those of pasturing, rather than as for
The continuous biting or cutting

hay.

White Dutch

off of the leaves causes

more

stool

to

varieties; this

plant

ture

larger

than the other
a very important pas-

freely
is

characteristic,
yields

total

resulting

when

in

measui-ed

throughout the grazing season.

Establishing White Dutch Clover

White Dutch clover should be sown
been establish-

after the grasses have

also be noted that lime without
phosphate reduced the yield, and that
White Dutch clover does not require as
high a rate of phosphatic fertilization
on Grenada silt loam soil as thourght
will

This prevents shading young grass
and the existing grass cover
serves as a protection to the clover

ed.

plants,

seedlings.

When sown

on established

grass sod, three to five pounds of seed
are sufficient to give a good stand.
This should be sown in the fall, by
November ]. After seeding, it is well
to run a spike-toothed harrow over the
sod which shakes seed to the ground
and the harrow tracks serve as lodging
places for the small seed in case of
excessive rainfall.

When

previously.

Another

of

Yield green wt.

—1939

5260.8
6250.8
9430.8
10367.3
11587.0

4
6
8
10

even when

leaves,

maturing

seed.

upright,

stemmy

clovers.

Protein In White Dutch

means higher feeding value may be
shown by the protein and phosphorous

5.— Rates of Seeding as Affecting Yield
Green Weight of White Dutch Clover
When Sown Alone

2

that

This gives better grazing than the more

More

TABLE

per acre

characteristic

That the high percentage of leaves

5.

Rate of seeding
pounds per acre

plant

causes White Dutch to be so valuable
a pasture plant is its high percentage

seeding alone, six to ten pounds

per acre are needed, as shown by table

of

White Dutch Clover

content of several of the clovers used
grown on eroded Houston
Chemical
soil of the "Prairie''
belt.
analyses of seven clover varieties show,
in table 8, that White Dutch contains
about one-fifth more crude protein
than any other clover tested and about
fifty percent more protein than four of

for pasture

the six clovers tested.

TABLE 6.— EFFECT OF LIME AND PHOSPHATE ON WHITE DUTCH
CLOVER — HOLLY SPRINGS — 1941
Pounds

16%

superphosphate
per acre

None
100
200
300

Green weight per acre with
1000

lb.

Dolomite

3472.7
10149.5
19196.5
15173.8

No

lime

4094.6
8899.3
12131.5
14331.2

MISSTSSTPPT AGRTCUT.TURAL EXPERT^TEXT STATION
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FIGURE

7.— a. White Dutch clover on top left, Persian on the lower left. Note leafy nature of White
Dutch and the stemmy, open nature of Persian, b. White Dutch clover on top left. Lappa clover
on right. Note the large proportion of stems in Lappa, even when just past flowering.

TABLE

8.

— Chemical Analysis

of Vari=

ous Clover Varieties at Flowering

Percent
crude protein

Clover

—

variety

Pej.sian

19 17

24

basic

JJ^p

—

23.29
15.51

Black Medic

16,54

.20

Crimson

15.69

.19

Red

15.43

.24

Low Hop

14.64

.16

clover for

spring-

dover

Trifolium dubium, T.

.33
.*15

Sweet.'".."..

as the

Mississippi pastures.

Percent
phosphorous

White Dutch
White

mended

clovers

^^^^

^^^^
^^'^

^^^^

^"^^^^

are

procumbens
winter annual

^^^^^ ^"^""^^

^T?

"P^^^^^"

^^^^

lespedezas.

Two

species of

Hop

clover are found

in Mississippi pastures, Least

Basic Spring Clover For Pastures
Because of its wide soil adaptation,
its profuse seeding and stooling habits
under grazing conditions, its yielding
ability under conditions
of sufficient
moisture, and its high food value for
grazing, White Dutch clover is recom-.

Hop

(Tri-

folium dubium), by far the predominating, and Low Hop (Trifolium procumbens).

Low Hop grows

much

larger and has

seed head than Least,
The two look very much alike until they
Low Hop has yielded almost
bloom.
^wice as much plant material per acre

a

larger

PASTURES IN MISSISSIPPI
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TABLE 9.— EFFECT OF PHOSPHATING ON THE YIELD OF
LOW HOP CLOVER.
Treatment

|

Green weight per acre

None
200
400
800

lb

lb
lb

20%
20%
20%

Super
Super
Super

West Point

at the

field

as has

Least

Hop.

The Hop clovers are adapted

to most
Although
they will grow on soil of a lower level
of fertility than White Dutch clover,
the use of phosphate will greatly increase their yield.
This may be shown
by results obtained from rates of phos-

of

the

soils

of

the

state.

phate application on Low
the West Point field.
Fertilizing

Hop

clover at

this table

it

may

be seen that

200 pounds of superphosphate per acre
increased the dry weight yield of clover
1355.5 pounds or 133.4 percent. An additional 200 pounds of superphosphate
further

increased

the

yield

phate applications to pastures containing or to be planted to White Dutch
clover.

Establishing

Hop Clovers

Planting dates and methods of seeding the

Hop

are

clovers

those for White Dutch.

Where

over no
This increase is almost exactly three times the
amount produced on the untreated
areas.
Increasing the amount of superphosphate applied above 400 pounds
per acre gave unprofitable increases.

The Hop clovers will survive heavy
and will reseed themselves
under the most adverse conditions. This,
coupled with the ability to grow on the
poorer soils, makes the Hop clovers
more dependable than the other spring

conditions

fertility are

of

the same as
Clovers sown

of

moisture

and

not favorable to the growth

White Dutch

fertilization

is

clover,

be

to

or

where no
under

practiced

conditions, the Hop clovers will
prove to be the more dependable spring
clover.
However, under any system of
improvement or on land of average
fertility, White Dutch clover will prove
to be more productive than Hop clovers.

these

The Lespedeza Species
Striata,

L.

The annual

677.8

pounds or a total increase
treatment of 2033.9 pounds.

grazing

clovers under severe pasture conditions.
However, this advantage over White
Dutch clover is overcome by light phos-

clover should be inoculated.

in table 9.

From

1016.3
2371.8
3049.6
3019.9

on land that has not previously grown

Hop Clovers

A pure stand of Low Hop growing
on eroded Houston soil was treated in
the fall of 1938 with broadcast applications of varying amounts of 20% superphosphate.
Plots
were harvested
when in full bloom, and green weight
and dry weight yields per acre are
shown

Dry weight per acre

|

3726.8
9583.2
13213.2
13745.6

the only
to

L.

Stipulacea

species of lespedeza are

summer legumes

persist

manent pastures

Common

that are able

and furnish grazing
in

in

per-

Mississippi.

(Lespedeza striata)

is

the

best of the annual species for pasture.

This superiority is due to its higher per
acre yield and to the fact that it is the
only species that will reseed itself consistently
spite

under grazing conditions.

In

of the high cost of seed at pre-

species is preferred because
However, the
reseeding ability.
cost of seed will make it more economisent,

of

its

this

MISSISSIPPI

TABLE

11.-
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COMPARATIVE YIELDS OF THE ANNUAL VARIETIES
OF LESPEDEZA.
Pounds dry weight per acre on
Lufkin^

Variety

I

Ruston^

Common

1810.7

Kobe

3358.3

1304.3
2038.3

3236.6

2224.8

2397.1

1586.2

76

Tenn.

Korean

1 3-year averages.
cal to

Grenada

I

sow a lespedeza mixture contain-

remaining.
In
pastures
or
the necessity of reseeding
other annual varieties every two or
three years will in only two seedings
balance the difference in seed cost
species

meadows,

between the less costly lespedeza and
Common. The Tennessee 76 variety of
Common behaves in the same manner
as does Common and differences are
difficult to distinguish.

Wide Adaptation to Soils
The annual lespedezas are adapted
almost

all

the soil types of the state
fertility.

Al-

though lespedeza will respond to liming, Korean (Lespedeza stipulacea) is
the only variety that is dependable on
the

black soils of the "Lime" or
"Prairie" belt, and only on this soil is

Korean

recommended over the other
annual varieties. With the exception of
this type of soil, the annual varieties
show little preference for soil types of

3238.0

2890.6
5916.2

3165.4
2758.8

3276.1

TABLE.

—Crude

The

lespedezas are very palatable
and nutritious and for this reason
should be included in the pasture mix-

This may be seen by the protein
content of the different varieties harvested at flowering, grown on three
ture.

soil

types.

Content

Protein

of

Annual Lespedezas
Percent protein on three

Ruston

types:

soil

Grenada

Variety

Lufkin

Common

17.12

15.43

16.85

Kobe

16.50

16.31

16.15

Tenn. 76

15.39

15.75

16.05

Korean

15.25

16.30

15.35

|

High Yields

|

Herbage

of

Coupled with a high food value is
the amount of herbage produced per
acre.
Tests comparing the hay yields
of miscellaneous types of forage crops
have shown that the annual lespedezas
will outyield the taller growing crops
as cowpeas, soybeans, millets, and hay
sorghums under average Hill section
conditions.
They are by far the best
hay yielders where the crop is sown
broadcast.
The comparative yielding
ability of the annual varieties without
fertilization on several soil types is

shown

in table 11.

From

these data

it

may

be seen that

Kobe and Tennessee 76 (both Lespedeza striata)

hay

yielders.

are generally the higher

On

the

Olivier soil types the

the state.

widely varying

Memphis'

|

3354.1

2-year averages.

only a small amount of Common
lespedeza and a large amount of some
other species. After two or three years
of grazing, Common will be the only

to

|

3311.1
2640.8
4058.1
1588.9

ing

having a fair degree of

soil types:

Olivier-

1

Grenada

Common

outyielded the other varieties. On
with sufficient moistu-re Common

pedeza will be as productive
other annual varieties.

and

variety

as

soils
les-

the

Establishing Lespedeza
annual varieties of lespedza
should be planted as soon after the first

The
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of February as possible, and certainly

By

before March 15.

early sowing, the

lespedeza plants are able to

growth

root

ficient

to

make

carry

suf-

them

through the dry periods in the spring
which are so often fatal to plantings

made

after

March

15.

plants due to cold are

Losses of early

more than

Lespedeza, Basic
Being adapted

Summer Legume

almost all the various soil types of the state, very palatable and nutritious, able to persist and
to

reseed under grazing conditions
Common lespedeza the basic

legume

recommended

for

—makes

summer

permanent

pastures in Mississippi.

offset

by the early establishment of surviving
plants. Regardless of whether sown on
bottom or upland soils or for what use,
lespedeza should be sown early in Mississippi.

Black Medic
Medicago lupulina
Black Medic is a low, spreading winannual legume belonging to the same
family of plants as alfalfa and Bur
ter

superior to the Bur clovers

Considerable difficulty has been experienced in many sections of the state

clovers. It

in holding lespedeza stands

ing ability under grazing conditions, because it affords grazing later in the

where ferand moisture conditions are favorable for good growth of spring clovers, because the earlier growth of clov-

tility

shades

er

plants.

out the
Tests have

young lespedeza
shown that such

growth kept five inches or less in height,
whether by mowing or grazing, will insure lespedeza growth during the summer.
Such a condition may be made
advantageous in several ways.
Early

mowing

will eradicate several species
of spring weeds, and clippings can be
stacked for supplemental feeding dur-

ing dry periods in the summer or for
winter feeding of livestock.

The annual varieties of lespedeza
be sown on sod without any soil

may

preparation.
It is advisable to run a
spike-tooth harrow over the sod after
seeding.
This serves as needed pre-

paration and provides a lodging place
for seed in case of excessive rains.
If

crop

use
the

is

to be

first

made

year,

of the lespedeza

heavy
seeding should be made.
Sowing 25
pounds per acre will result in a hay
crop or good grazing the year seeded.
relatively

If a volunteer crop is desired or
the
pasture is to be lightly grazed, 10 to
15 pounds of seed will be sufficient to
produce a good stand the second year.

is

as a pasture plant because of its reseed-

season, and because

it is

more palatable

to livestock.

This clover

adaptation

is

than

more
the

specific in its soil

other

commonly

used pasture clovers. It makes its best
growth on soils of high lime content
considerable
and those containing a
amount of clay. For this reason Black
Medic makes a good pasture supplement on soils of the "Prairie" belt.

Black Medic is erratic in its producThat is, in some years it will
yield abundantly while in others there
will be hardly any present.
For this
reason Black Medic is considered as a
pasture supplement for those soils high
in lime or containing considerable clay,
and is not placed in the statewide pastion.

ture

mixtures.

Persian Clover
Trifolium respinatum
Persian clover is a rather stemmy
winter annual clover.
In thick stands
Persian clover will often obtain a height
of two feet or more.
In such instances
there will be a mat of stems near the
ground and a cover of leaves near the
top, much the same as with the Bur
clovers.
Unless kept closely grazed or
mowed Persian clover will smother and
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shade the summer plants to such an
extent that grazing of these later plants
is delayed as much as three weeks after
Persian clover has matured. This habit
long stems and seeding
of growth

—
—

makes it less persistent
near the top
under grazing than White Dutch and,
therefore, not as dependable a pasture

is a legume,
not a true clover as its trade or
common name would imply. It is an
upright annual plant and makes a quick

the

same

Persian
fertile
to

to

as

for

those

White

especially adapted

is

bottomlands.

It

Dutch,
moist,

to

may

be

used

advantage on low or semi-moist soils
utilize such areas as temporary pas-

tures.

Especially

is

this

true

in

the

Seeding
and Delta sections.
dates and rates are the same as those
for White Dutch.
Prairie

Being adapted to the same soil types
and conditions, the fact that it is more
stemmy and less persistent under graz-

makes Persian a less depasture plant than White Dutch

ing conditions
sirable

clover and
a

is

summer growth. The upright single
stem type of growth makes questionable

it

at

is

supplement

or

present classed as

temporary

pasture

plant.

Lappa Clover
Triiolium

Lappa clover

is

show

tests

outyielded

er

1940

in

At Natchez Alyce
the

nual lespedeza,

highest

clov-

yielding an-

Kobe, by 1489 pounds

At Holly Springs

per acre.

this

same

m

1940 yielded with200 pounds of Alyce clover.

lespedeza variety
in

conducted

crop to produce along with

the lespedezas.

At Natchez the yield of Alyce clover
was 7405 pounds or SVa tons of hay

Kobe lespedeza yielded
At Holly Springs Alyce
clover yielded 3947 pounds, and Kobe
per acre, while

3 tons per acre.

produced 3738 pounds of hay per acre.
No seed were produced at Holly
Springs, and only a few at Natchez.
After only one year's experience it is
not known whether Alyce clover will
reseed itself under Mississippi condi-

One important

lappaceum
a winter annual with

There

is

a high percentage of stems in relation

and after flowering the seed

heads make up nearly one-half of the
total plant weight.
This clover is adapted to the same
high-lime type of soil as Black Medic.
Its yielding ability is less than White
Dutch on soils adapted to White Dutch.
Its place appears to be on the soils of

characteristic of Alyce

clover from the hay production stand-

point
of

is

dry

its

relatively

matter.

Of

high percentage
the

amount

of

growth produced above ground, 42 percent was dry matter.
Another desirable hay characteristic of this plant is
its percentage of leaves.
Approximately 46.5 percent of the growth harvested is leaves and 53.5 percent is stems.
Here the annual lespedezas step ahead,
even of the high leaf percentage of
Alyce, as the ratio of leaves to stems
The lespedezas are also
is
reversed.

the Prairie region.

Alyce Clover
Alyscarpus vaginalis
Interest has been manifested in this

plant to such an extent that

yield
this

tions.

a semi-erect habit of growth.
to leaves,

value as a permanent grazing

its

crop.

Hay
much

adaptations are

soil

its

21

Although Alyce clover

it

plant.

Since

356

seems
desirable that preliminary work done
on Alyce clover crop be reported.
it

superior in protein content. The Alyce
clover material produ-ced last season

(1940) contained 11.26 percent prowhile the lespedezas contained
from 14 to 18 percent protein at flowertein,

ing.

These characteristics show

its

re-
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semblance to lespedeza as a hay plant
and indicate it may be handled in the
same manner as lespedza for hay, and
should be used only as a temporary or
supplemental pasture plant.
This plant

is

One

not frost resistant and

obtained

year's results
soil

shows that

on thin
crop re-

this

sponds to fertilization.

TABLE

12.

—Alyce Clover

Fertilization

weight per acre

Fertilization

None

3947.0
Superphosphate 4351.8
lb Super + 50 lb
Muriate Potash
5566.2
lb

Since

20%

Alyce

clover

is

recommended
have

a

new crop

plant to Mississippi, farmers are advis-

for

seeding in

The
recommended
that they are much highbeen

discussed.

superiority of the plants
lies in

the fact

er

food value, remain palatable to

in

livestock over a longer period, and with-

stand grazing and adverse weather conditions better than other plants now

found

Pounds dry

200
200

Seed Superior Pasture Plants
Plants

pastures

Tt may
should be sown after May 1.
be sown broadcast or drilled and at the
rate of 15 to 20 pounds per acre.

Grenada

becomes dependent upon management.
tion of the pastures then

in pastures.

Mowing to Control Weeds
Timely mowing is one of the most
important
pasture
improvement
or
management

that

practices

Mississippi

farmers can follow.
This

especially true on soils of a

is

medium

or

low

fertility,

even

when

seedings of desirable plants have been

made and

satisfactory stands obtained.

The desirable plants are

of the native or existing Mississippi
pastures are yielding far less than their
maximum production or carrying capacity.
The reasons for this are principally,
(1) the lack of fertility, and (2)
the presence of plants that are produc-

in competition
with the undesirable plants for soil
The undemoisture and plant food.
sirable plants, as the weeds and sedges
common to Mississippi, are able to grow
on soils of a lower level of fertility than
are the grasses and legumes used for
pasture.
Usually taller in growth, they
tend to shade out the desirable lowgrowing plants. They are unpalatable
to livestock and are thus allowed by
grazing animals to grow and produce
seed unhindered, while the desirable
plants are grazed and their seed produc-

tive or palatable only for short periods

tion

ed to treat it as an experimental crop
until its value and place can be deter-

mined.

MOWING FOR
IMPROVEMENT OF PASTURES
SEEDING AND

Observations will reveal that almost
all

of

the grazing

season.

of these pastures by the alteration of
these conditions would enable a greater carrying capacity

and a consequentand thereby increase milk and meat production.
The rate at ^vhich Mississippi pastures may be improved is directly dependent upon the rate of the applicaly increased efficiency,

tion of the practices of seeding, mowing, and fertilization.
When these fact-

ors are satisfied, the

is

greatly reduced.

Improvement

maximum

produc-

Seed Produced by

Common Weeds

The number of seed produced by the
common weeds is surprisingly large.
Averages of seed counts made on several species of weeds common to Mississippi pastures are shown in table 13.

When

it is

realized that a single Bitter-

weed plant may produce 3102

seed,

and

a single Daisy Fleabane plant produces

22785 seed

—

it

is

easy to understand

why weeds unhindered

*'take" a pasture.

MISSISSIPPI

FIGURE

8.

—Left. A

Note how the clover

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN

Mayweed plant. Right: Mayweed spreading over a good bottom pasture.
grazed while the weeds are going to '^eed', averaging over 200O srcd per plant.

average numbers of seed per plant, pas-

way

ture plants will gradually give

to

the weeds. Figures 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12
show individual weed plants and what

they have done to pastures.
13.— Seed

Production of

Some Pasture

Weeds
Heads per

Seed per
j

Plant

plant

[

Seed per

tenufolium)

24

|

plant

130

3120

Mayweed
(Anthemis cotula)

of

The value of mowing for the control
weeds is emphasized by data obtain-

ed in a mowing test conducted at the
Central Station.

Used in this test was an established
permanent pasture on Houston soil.
Grazing was made up principally of
Dallis and Bermuda grasses, and Hop
and White Dutch clovers. Portions of
the pasture were left unmowed for

|

head

Bitterweed

(Helenium

23

single
is

With uneven grazing^ or the lack of
mowing permitting weeds to make these

TABLE

356

comparison with the mowed area.
other treatment was employed.
Palatability

No

Improved by Mowing

Representative areas of both mowed
and unmowed areas were protected
from grazing by means of movable
cages, and total yields were obtained by
harvesting the growth at frequent in-

12

169

2028

12

863

10356

(Erigeron philadelphicus).... 93

245

22785

tervals so as to duplicate as far as possible the conditions of grazing.

Unpro-

10506

tected areas of the same size,

mowed

Thistle

(Circium

Daisy

lanceolatum)

Fleabane

Curled-leaf

(Rumex

Dock

crispus)

„

—

—

—

9.
Left:
A single Bull Thist'e plant matin inp seed. Right: Thistle covering a southwest
Mississippi pasture, each plant maturing on an average of 10,356 seed.

FIGURE

and unmowed, and representative of
the growth left by grazing cattle, were
harvested at the same time.
The difference between the yields of the protected and the unprotected areas represents the quantity of pasture growth
that was eaten by grazing cattle.
The
three-year average yields are reported
as dry matter per acre in table 14.
Several very significant and important results are shown in this table. Most

left

significant

plant material per acre.

TABLE

14.

is

the

fact

that the

cattle

two and one-half

of herbage produced

was

plots as

left

tim.es the

amount

on the u'nmowed

on the

mowed

plots.;

This was due to the presence of weeds
and unpalatable plants on the unmow-

The

ed areas.

tall

undesirable plants

and Mayweed during
the spring, and ragweed during the
summer growing in combination with
the clovers and grasses, caused the unDaisy Fleabane

—

mowed

areas

to

yield

more
The average

slightly

EFFECT OF MOWING ON THE YIELD AND COMPOSITION OF
PASTURE MATERIAL
Dry wt.

Treatment

yield

Mowed
Unmowed

4052.6
4386.6

Seasonal averages

Percent not eaten

Percer.l protein

20.28

11.76

50.18

6.92

j

MISSISSIPPI
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FIGURE 10— Left. A

curled Leaf Dock Plant.
Right:
Each plant averaging 10,505
Eeed results in such a stand of Curled-leaf Dock on a Mississippi pasture.

difference in yield was 334 pounds of

about 50 percent more feed from the

dry material or 8.2 percent in

mowed

of the

The
tell

unmowed

story

however.

of pasture

The

one

not

produc-

purpose

of

pastuie forage production is that it be
eaten by livestock.
In this test, the
cattle grazed

79.7 percent or
3230
pounds of forage produced per acre on
the mowed area; and the cattle grazed
only 49.8 percent or 2195 pounds of
forage produced on the unmowed area.

Thus,

although slightly more forage
was produced on the unmowed area,
the

grazing

animals

FIGURE

—

area.

Protein Increased

plots.

yields of plant material do

the full

tion,

favor

secured

actually

by Mowing

Quality of production must also
considered.

The lower crude

be

protein

content of the herbage produced on the
unmowed areas over-balanced the slightly greater yield of plant material psr
Producing an average of 4386.6
acre.

pounds of dry material per acre of a
6.92

percent

crude

protein

content

means an acre production of 304.4
pounds of crude protein from the unmowed area. The mowed area had a seasonal average of 11.76 percent protein,
which equals 476.6 pounds of crude

11.
Left:
A Daisy Fleabane plant. Right: Unhindered production of an
average of 22,785 seed per plant resulted in such a population of Daisy Fleabane
plant on this "Prairie" belt pasture.
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—

how
Notice
12.
This southwest Mississippi pasture was mowed— but too late.
Right:
thoroughly the Bull Thistle heads the bunches of feathery seed have been spread over the area
which will serve as reseeding. Left: Dog Fennal (Eupatorium perfoJiatum) beginning its second
year's growth. Plants are arising from the under-ground portions which have served for storage
over the winter.

FIGURE

This is a difference
protein per acre.
of 172 pounds of crude protein in favor of mowing, and the difference is
equivalent to the amount contained in
422 pounds of 41 percent cottonseed
meal. Timely mowing- prevents the pro-

shown by the accompanying
graph (Figure 12).

Time

of

Mowing

Bitterweed and

mowed

when

Important

Mayweed

blossoms

photo-

should be

have

started

By eliminating
duction of weed seed.
the uneven competition due to selective grazing and by consequent reduction of the weed population, improves
the quality of pasture production.

forming rather than after they begin

Timely mowing is not just mowing,
and weeds cannot be controlled by
mowing after they have seeded. Mowing after seed have matm-ed serves as
reseeding rather than as control, as

weeds for two or three years, as
they produce under-ground plant parts,
by means of which they live from year

to bloom, for at this stage the seed are

Other annual
capable of germinating.
weeds should be mov/ed when flowering
begins.

It is

necessary to

mow

peren-

nial

If these storage parts are not
to year.
dug, the above-ground portion must be

MISSISSIPPI

kept

mowed

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION BULLETIN

until all storage material in

under-ground parts is used
itiating new growth (figure 12,
the

in

in-

left).

Other than improving the quality of
production by weed control, mowing
improves the quality of desirable pasture plants. The crude protein content
of Dallis or Bermuda grass can be increased by mowing, so that the seed
stalks and fibrous growth are soon replaced by leaf growth.

The harvested material from

a

pure

stand of Dallis grass when in the seeding stage analyzed 6.9 percent crude

Two weeks

protein.

later the material

harvested from the same area contained 18.74 percent.
A pure stand of
Bermuda grass handled in the same
manner produced, in the seeding stage,
material containing 7.1 percent crude
protein while material harvested two
weeks later was of a 19.08 percent
crude protein content.
In both these
instances the protein content of desirable pasture grasses was more
than
doubled by mowing.

IMPROVEMENT PRACTICE MOST
NEEDED

IS

FERTILIZATION

Probably the most needed pasture
improvement practice on the majority
of existing Mississippi pastures and
areas to be put to pastures

is

that of

proper fertilization. This is due to the
custom of placing pastures on areas too
low in fertility for economical production or on land that has been cropped
or eroded until it has become unproductive, and to grazing pastures over a
long period without returning plant
food elements so removed.

Information
pastures
limited
is

in

the

Mississippi

fertilization
is

of

extremely

and much more research work

needed.

have

on

shown

However, preliminary
such

promising

tests

results

from the top-dressing of existing pas-

11

3S6

tures and the fertilizing of newly seeded pastures that it is deemed advisable

them

to report

at this time.

Used in a test at the Holly Springs
Branch Station was an established permanent pasture that would be considered
an average of the pastures
sections of this area.

A

in

the

hill

series of ferti-

treatments was applied broadcast
February on random plots through-

lizer
in

out

One
made during

pasture.

the

lime was

application
the

period,

of
all

other treatments being annual applications.

Check

plots

were

left

untreated

for comparison.

Areas of both fertilized and check
were protected from grazing by
means of movable cages. Total yields
were obtained by harvesting the growth
plots

at frequent intervals so as to simulate
grazing conditions.
Unprotected areas
of the same size and number, treated
and untreated, and representative of
the growth left by grazing cattle, were

All yields
at the same time.
are reported as dry matter per acre.
The difference between the yields of

clipped

areas and yields of the
unprotected areas represents the quantity of pasture growth that was eaten by
These difthe grazing dairy animals.
ferences are herein reported as the percentage of growth not eaten. Four year
averages of yields and rate of grazing
the protected

are reported in table 15.

These four-year averages show several outstanding

Surprising
in that

may

and significant

results.

be the effect of liming,

4000 pounds of dolomitic lime-

stone applied in 1937 caused these plots
to yield less than the untreated plots
four seasons later or in 1940.
However, there was only 276.3 pounds of
dry matter per acre difference in favor
of the unlimed plots in 1940. How long
this overliming effect will remain will

be ascertained by further measurements.
These results indicate the ad-
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TABLE 15.— INFLUENCE OF FERTILIZATION ON THE YIELD AND
GRAZING OF TOPDRESSED PASTURES ON GRENADA SOIL.
Fertilizer

L-Lime 4000
P- 400

lbs.

N-250

lbs.

K-80
LP*

lbs.

lbs.

Pounds dry matter' Percent of
per acre av.
growth not

Treatment

(applied

1937-40
2904.0
6193.6
3891.3
3742.8

1937)

Superphosphate (20%)

Nitrate of Soda
Muriate of Potash

(16%)
(50%)

6.44
40.12
22.43
5.64
18.27
30.09
15.80
25.13
23.91

5237.0
4006.0
4858.7
4561.5
5542.6
3236.3

LK*
LN*
LPK*

LPKN*
None

^Combination of lime, phosphorous, nitrogen, and potash

in quantities listed

four lines of table.

in first

visability

stone,

grazed
32.16

!

amounts of limemore frequently, when

of smaller

applied

broadcast on pastures g-rowing on this
type (Grenada silt loam) of soil.
Fertilizer

Highly Effective

Outstanding are the results obtained

The

by the application of phosphate.

use of 400 pounds of 20 percent super-

phosphate, gave a four-year average increase over the untreated plots of 91.38
This is almost a doubled yield.
This increase was due to a stimulated
percent.

growth of the legumes, Low Hop, White
Dutch, and Common Lespedeza, as
shown by accompanying photographs,
figures 13, 14, 15 and 16.
The use of
the heavy amount of lime in combination with phosphate reduced the yield
to less than the yield from phosphate
alone.
Heavier applications of phosphate in combination with 4000 pounds
of lime failed to overcome the overliming effects.

In another experiment, not
the

table,

when 800 pounds

shown

in

of super-

phosphate were applied in combination
With 4000 pounds of dolomite the fouryear average was 5421.9 pounds of dry
matter per acre. This is a difference
of only 184.9 pounds of dry matter
per acre in favor of the doubled phosphate application.
The likelihood is
that the large amount of lime not only
in
unavailable
ties up the phosphate
form, but also ties up other elements,
and that in such combination they are
unavailable and are thus the
factors for plant growth.

Further

observation

limiting

data

the

of

shows that the application of
other elements alone or in combination
(table 15)

with lime failed to give increases like
those obtained with phosphate alone.

Yearly applications of phosphate gave
yearly

One

increases

400-pound

in

plant

production.

application

made

in

TABLE 16.— THE EFFECT OF A SINGLE APPLICATION AND OF FOUR
ANNUAL APPLICATIONS OF SUPERPHOSPHATE
Treatment
Check
400 lbs. Super in 1937
400 lbs. Super annually..
400
400

lbs.

lbs.

Super in 1937
Super annually

1937
1763.3
3097.3
3097.3

-

75.7
75.7

Povnds dry matter per acre
1939
1938
3578.2
3912.3
4399.8
6324.9
8787.2
5769.3
Percent increases over check
61.6
124.6

23.0
61.2

1940
3691.2
4495.2
7120.5
21.8
92.9

MISSISSIPPI
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1937, however, with no additional apthereafter, was giving an in-

ed with various elements than they did
on plots with the same treatments plus

crease over the no-phosphate plots four

phosphate.

plication

years later.
table

in

This comparison

is

shown

The application of nitrogen increas3d

16.

the yield per acre but the giowth was

grazed less than the check plot. Lime
with nitrogen increased the percentage
grazed over the nitrogen-alone plots,
but they were also grazed less than the
check plots.
Grass growth was stimulated by nitrogen alone and in combination, but this growth was fast and
soon became fibrous and the cattle
grazed the growth produced on other

These data show that one application
of phosphate resulted in increased yields

during three crop years and was

still

increasing the yield of this pasture by
21.8 percent the fourth year after application, or by 804 pounds of dry mat-

Annual applications were still aldoubling (92.9% increase) the
yield in the fourth year, and this increased yield amounted to 3429 pounds
ter.

most

of dry

treated plots in preference,

matter that year.

Phosphated

Plots

Very significant

is

The preference

the

manner

ma-

terial
in

which cattle grazed these plots. It will
be noted that where phosphate was used

chemical composition of the plants,
Since cattle grazed the phosphate and
the lime plus phosphate plots to a
greater extent than others, the season-

was not only more plant material

there

of cattle for the

produced on the fertilized plots
is due not only to the stimulated legume
growth but also to the increase in the

Grazed Best

produced, but also the plant material
produced was grazed in preference to
other treatments. This was true Whether the phosphate was applied alone or
in
combination with other elements,
though it was observed that the cattle
left more of the her bage on plots
treat-

composition of the herbage produced on these plots in comparison
to that produced on the lime and check
plots was recorded and is shown in
al

table

17.

TABLE 17.— COMPOSITION OF PASTURE CLIPPINGS AS AFFECTED
BY FERTILIZATION
Treatment

None
2000
80

lb.

lb.

Dolomite

P2O5*

2000

lb.

80

lb.

P2O,

lb.

Dolomite

80

lb.

P^O,

2000

lb.

80

lb.

80

lb.

lb.

P.O.

Dolomite

P2O5

2000

lb.

Dolomite and

80

lb.

P.O..

lb.

Dolomite

None
2000
80

lb.

2000
80

P.O.

lb.

lb.
*

Calcium

\

Phosphorous

f Crude protein
9^50
9 37
11.40

1937

0.67
0.71
0.94

0.15
0.13
0.21

1937
1938
1938
1938

0.97
0.67
1.02
1.06

0.23
0.16
0.21
0.25

12.97
12.32

1938
1939
1939
1939

1.02
0.51
0.59
0.90

0.28
0.12
0.12
0.25

15.56
9.54

1939
1940
1940
1940

0.98
0.29
0.34
0.50

0.26
0.13

14 36

0 13

7 13
8*17

1144
14.64

Dolomite and

None
2000

|

Dolomite and

None
2000

Year
1937
1937

•

0.21

9

30

13.29

6 50

Dolomite and
P2O5

]940

80 pounds P2O, from 400 pounds

7.57

0^46

20%

superphosphate.
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These data show that where phosphate
was used there resulted an increase in
the elements determined, whether the
phosphate was used alone or with lime.
This increase in food value coupled with
the increase in legume growth resulted
in more grazing of the herbage produced on the phosphated areas.

More

Protein In Phosphated Forage

The value of phosphate as a pasture
fertilizer is more outstanding when considered from the standpoint of crude
The plots
protein produced per acre.
receiving no treatment produced herbage containing a four-year average of
310.3 pounds crude protein per acre.
The plots receiving 400 pounds of 20
percent superphosphate per acre produced not only an increase in amount
of pasture growth (table 16), but this
herbage averaged 25.96 percent higher
The increased yield,
in crude protein.
coupled with the increased crude protein content, resulted in an average
crude protein production of 747 pounds
per acre.

This

is

a difference of 436.7

pounds

in favor of the phosphate treatment, equivalent to the amount of crude
protein contained in 1065 pounds of
41 percent cottonseed meal.

The

results

obtained from topdress-

long established average pasture,
caused tests to be conducted with varying fertilizer analyses on pastures seeded to the recommended mixtures. One
ing

year's results obtained with the differ-

ent analyses applied at the rate of 400
pounds per acre on Grenada soil, with
and without 1000 pounds of dolomitic
limestone, are shown in table 18.

These data show

was the most

that

efficient

and

phosphorous
the
most

element used in the test,
whether the phosphorous was applied
alone or in combination with other elements. Nitrogen used alone and nitrogen used with potash produ'ced less
than the unfertilized check, whether the
This was
plot was limed or unlimed.
due to the early stimulation of grass
at the expense of legume growth. Potprofitable

ash used alone resulted in a slightly
higher yield on the limed plot and a
slightly

lower yield on the unlimed plot

The highest yields were 6841,4
pounds of dry matter on the limed plots
and 6367.6 pounds of dry matter on the
unlimed plots. Both were secured with
400 pounds of 0-12-0 per acre, containing 48 pounds of P2O5, and equival

TABLE 18.— EFFECT OF DIFFERENT FERTILIZER ANALYSES ON
PASTURE YIEL DS
Analyses*
lb. per acre

400

0-0-4
0-4-0
8-0-0
0-8-4
4-8-4
0-8-8
6-8-4
8-4-4

8-12-4
8-0-4
8-8-0
0-12-0
0-8-0
0-0-8
8-8-8
0-0-0

Pounds dry matter per acre
Not limed
Limed
|

4493.2
4680.1
3845.0
6016.2
5259.7
5858.0
5656.7
5264.9
6656.1
3862.8
5938.4
6841.4
6279.1
3636.2
6574.2
4287.2

*Nitrogen, phosporic acid, and potash in the order named.

3470.2
4611.7
3733.3
5870.9
5818.4
5750.3
5458.7
4329.0
5688.6
3410.9
5770.9
6367.6
5613.0
3803.4
5868.1
3857.4
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TABLE 19.— EFFECT OF TOPDRESSING WITH VARYING AMOUNTS OF
LIME ON NORFOLK VERY FINE SAND.
Yield

Pounds applied per acre
Superphosphate
+

pounds dry weight per acre

Dolomite

200
200
200
200
200
200

80

+

160
240
320
480
960

+
+
+

2095.7
2273.4
2517.8
2695.5
4124.7
3554.5
1399.6

No treatment
ent to 240 pounds of 20 percent superphosphate per acre. Combinations of
phosphorous and potash, or phosphorous
and nitrogen, or a complete fertilizer,
produced somewhat lower yields than
did phoshporous alone and at considerably higher cost. For example 400 lbs.
4-8-4 cost about twice as much as 400
pounds of 0-12-0, yet produced 1600
pounds less of dry matter per acre. No
other treatment produced as much increase or as economical increase as 48
pounds of P2O0 per acre.

The limed plots in the test were treated with dolomitic limestone at the rate
of 1000 pounds per acre.
fertilized

checks,

the

limed

On

the un-

plots

pro-

duced about 400 pounds more dry matter, and on the 32-pound and 48-pound
phosphorous plots, those limed produced about 500 pounds more dry matter
per acre than those not limed.

The effect of the various elements,
with and without lime, on the type and
amount of growth will be seen from
the accompanying photographs, figures
All close-u^ views
13, 14, 15 and 16.
of the sod were photographed from the
same height.

Small Amount of Lime Advised
The data and the photographs show
that phosphorous with small amounts
of lime make the best pasture fertilization

practice

shown

on these soils. Results
18 are substantiated in

in table

table 2,

and definitely indicate that

tilization

fer-

should be for the benefit of

the legumes, thus allowing the pasture

their

obtain

grasses to

nitrogen from

the legumes.

should be pointed out that overis more easily done on the sandy
types of soil than on those containing
For example, the
more silt or clay.
It

liming

amount

lime

of

needed

to

neutralize

pH

reading of 7.0) a Greloam with an acidity of pH

(bring to a

nada silt
5.5, would when added to a Ruston fine
sandy loam of the same degree of acidity cause the Ruston to become more
than neutral (pH 8.2). The sandy soils
plant
also contain less minerals for
growth, and nutrients in sandy soils are
thus tied up in an unavailable form
with less lime than is the case with silt
or clay

soils.

The good response

of Norfolk soil to

small quantities of lime, and the case

may

be shown by the
from a pasture growing on Norfolk very fine sand.
A Carpetgrass-lespedeza hill pasture on
this soil type in Pearl River county was
topdressed in January 1940, with varyof

over-liming,

yield

of pasture clippings

ing amounts of dolomitic limestone in

combination with 200 pounds of 20 perThe dry matter
cent superphosphate.
produced per acre is shown in table 19.

These data show that topdressing
with 1000 pounds of lime reduces pasture yields on Norfolk soil, while a 500pound application of lime was highly

By comparing with

the data
be noted that the
amount of lime which reduced the yield
on sandy soil produced an increase in
beneficial.
in

table

18

it

will
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FIGURE

13.— Plot a. and b. receiving no treatment.
and the increase in height due to lime.

:vrTSSTSSTPPI

Plot

c.

received lime. Note the percentage of grass
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Note the amount of grass in proportion to clover
14.—All plots receiving nitrogen.
nitrogen alone and the effect of lime (plot c.) on legume growth when used with mtrogen.

FIGURE
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It should be
silt loam soil.
emphasized that these reductions occurred with topdressing- without further
creatment. Where land is being prepai-

yield on a

ed for seeding- or
into the soil,

it is

when lime is worked
much great-

likely that

er quantities of lime would be required
to produce the overliming effects.

Results from the experiments here
reported have led to the recommendations that smaller, more frequent applications of lime (500 pounds to 1000
pounds) be used for pasture topdressing rather than an occasional large application

of

lime

(2000

to

4000

Use lime with the objective
pounds).
(calcium)
food
supplying plant
of
rather than with the sole objective of
correcting acidity.

The effect of basic slag is much the
same as that of phosphate and lime on
the sandy, as well as the silt or clay
types, when pound for pound of

soil

available

applied.

phosphoric acid are

The two-year average dry matter yield
obtained from topdressing with comparable amount of basic slag and superphosphate and lime on Grenada silt
loam are:

growth
lity

Treatment

lbs.

1000 pounds basic slag
400 pounds 20% Super
plus 1000 pounds lime

per acre

4473.8

—

of potash mater-

of pasture
Topdressing an established and
heavily grazed pasture on Olivier
(a
second-bottom or terrace soil of the
Brown Loam Region soil, gave the following two-year average results:

the

yield

growth.

Dry matter
Treatment

lbs.

per acre

None

4442.3
100 pounds Muriate
5347.8
200 pounds 20 9'. Super
5146.1
100 Muriate plus 200 Super.... 6597.5

These data show that soils that are
low in potash or that have been grazed over a long period of time, give
profitable response to potash applications.
It will be noted that on this
soil, potash was more the limiting factor for growth than was phosphorous.
It will also be noted that it is necessary to apply potash under these conditions in combination with phosphorous to equal the production produced
by phosphorous alone on Grenada soil
(table 15.)

may

be pointed out that

all

pas-

ture soils of the state are not as re-

sponsive
is

to

phosphatic

Grenada type.

the

fertilization

However,

as

the

effect of phosphates is the
same: an increase in the legume popuOn many soils
lation and its growth.
of the lower Coastal Plains area it will

general

4618.9

These data indicate that the cost of
its application would determine which (basic slag, or super plus
lime) to apply to pastures.
However,
on soils of a low fertility and where the
cost of materials is approximately the
same, basic slag is preferred because
it contains elements in addition to calcium and phosphorous.
On many soils those that have been
heavily cropped to lespedeza or other
legumes, those where grazing has been
practiced over a long period and legume
material and

application

increases

ially

It

Dry matter

scant, or those of a low ferti-

is

—the

necessary to apply lime, phosphorand potash to obtain a profitable
stand of clover.
be

ous,

Temporary Pastures
pastures have peaks of
production during the spring and fall.
Usually there is a let-down in pasture
production during the mid-summer. The
same number of animals adequately
carried by a spring pasture would overgraze the same pasture during this sumMississippi

MISSISSIPPI

mer

period

of
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production.

lessened

These periods will vary from season to
season, but provision should be made to
the

relieve

summer

permanent pasture of

overgrazing-.

This

may

this

be done

several ways.

in

The seeding of the recommended
pasture mixture will result in a more
even month-by-month production of
White Dutch clover
pasture forage.
produ'ce much longer through the
spring than the other clovers with their
determinate habit of growth, for its

will

growth

mer

continues

u'p

into

the

dry
prevail.
conditions
Dallis produces more through the summer than does either Bermuda or Cargrass.
Furthermore. Dallis will
pet
he stimulated by the association with
the clover and would therefore spread
pasture production over a longer period
because of this stimulation.
The let-

down period between

the going-out of

the spring clover and the coming-in of

lespedeza
lis

by using Dalthan by any other of our summer
is

filled better

grasses.

Fertilization

materially aids in fillgrazing periods.
Clover
growth stimulated by fertilization begins earlier in the spring and again in
the fall, thus lengthening the grazinsing in

period.

slack

Fertilization

also

greatly

in-
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of herbage produc-

ed throughout the season.

Crops grown for temporary or supplemental grazing is another means by
which the low summer production may
be helped. Lespedeza can well be u'sed
for this purpose and comparative yields,
hay,

as

shown

are

in

table

The

11.

comparative yields of other summer
crops without fertilization which may
be grazed during periods of slack pasture production are shown in the following table 20.

sum-

until

amount

creases the

356

These data show that the
ing-

grow-

tall

grown

when

best

crops yield

in

rows, so that some cultivation may be
Weeds and grass reduce the
given.
are
broadcast plantings
yield when

made, due to competition for moisture.
Cattail Millet is better adapted to south
conditions

Mississippi

grass

because

of

the

than

is

Sudan

susceptibility

of

Fields of

Su'dan to leaf-spot diseases.

lespedeza to be used as temporary pasture would furnish more grazing than
Especially is this true
the other crops.
in the case of Lufkin, the prevailing
soil

of the Flatwoods area

On most

Mississippi

drainage,

Kudzu

(table

11).

with

good

soils

seems

particularly

valuable as a temporary or supplemental

A

pasture.

majority

of

the

farms have areas that should be

hill

set to

TABLE 20.— COMPARATIVE YIELDS OF MISCELLANEOUS FORAGE CROPS
Pounds dry weight per acre on

Grenada
Broadcast

Texas Seeded Sorghum.. 3744.2
Early Amber Sorghum.... 2697.2
Sagrain Sorghum

Orange Sorghum
Sudan Grass
Cattail

Millet
Tennessee Millet

Otootan Soybeans
Laredo Soybeans
Mamredo. Soybean

Brabham Cowpeas
Iron Cowpeas

3313.2
3057.4
2519.8
2713.3
1828.3
4123.5
3755.8
4384.5
1831.7
2685.3

Lufkin

Row PlcUited

Broadcast

6486.7
4543.0
4915.2
6870.6
2564.3
2838.7
1743.0
4078.1
3679.7
4133.3
2530.3
2191.7

746.6
921.7
1081.6

1170.8
1095.4
1435.0

570.2
501.7
541.6
1073.0
654.8
633.5
902.7
1584.5

1092.3
1244.1
690.7
1329.1
1230.4
1362.1
2135.7
1834.5

|

Row Plcinted

soil

type

Ruston
Row Planted

Broadcast

j

750.1

908.0
1204.1
1729.9
955.9
1174.2
807.6
701.3
472.3
1374.2
1439.1
1652.1

2118.8
1829.2
2684.6
3117.8
763.4
1928.6
973.1
1013.0
1408.9
1464.9
2707.5
2491.2
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this

crop for erosion control, as well as

The

for the grazing or hay produced.

practice of controlled grazing of Kudzu'

would yield returns from those areas
where none are now realized. Its
value for erosion
control
should not obscure the fact that Kudzn
yields best from productive soils, as do
other crops.
particular

they should be kept at high production
levels by management.
Once these establishment factors are supplied, by far
pasture manprevention
of overgrazing.
Overgrazing reduces
the ground cover, thus permitting erosion to take place.
Overgrazing results
in severe selective grazing, and by thus
the

principal

agement

factor

in

in Mississippi is the

promoting

Supplemental crops may also be used
good advantage during the winter
months for grazing. The use of such
temporary crops until the permanent

conditions
favorable
for
weeds, the reseeding of desirable plants
is prevented.
When pastures are overgrazed for two or three seasons, the

pasture has made good growth in the
spring will increase the production of
the pasture.
Early-fall sown crops as
Hairy vetch in combination with one
of the small grains, or Crimson clover

population of desirable plants is so reit is necessary to begin over
again the practices of establishment

to

or Winter
fall

and

Rye grass
early

utilization

only

will

spring

furnish late

of such winter crops

means by which

The

grazing.
is

the

Mississippi farm-

ers can hope to approach the ideal of
year-round pasturing. Production from
even these crops will depend upon time

of planting, soil fertility
conditions.

Pasture
Several
stressed

and climatic

Management

important points should be
concerning the management

Pastures seeded to desirable plant
mixtures should be grazed but little the
first season, whether such pastures be

new or old. Protection from grazing
permits the establishment of the perennial crops and also the production of
seed, both of which are important to
obtain a full and thick sod.
The mowing of weeds should go along with light
It

must be kept

in

mind that

time is necessary for pasture establishment, even under favorable conditions.
After pastures have been cleared of

weeds and new and desirable plants
have been established and fertilized to
their

and improvement.
Pastures can also be undergrazed or

undermowed. The effect of mowing or
grazing upon the quality of pasture material produ'ced has been shown.
If not
mowed, weeds or other native growth
will make difficult the establishment of

new

seedings.

Another very important practice
pasture

management

portant

pasture

maximum

profitable

production,

in

spreading
of accumulated animal droppings. This
practice prevents the formation of '*ungrazed islands" and the consequent uneven grazing. It also spreads this im-

in

in

is

the

fertilizer

summer

stimulate

of pastures.

grazing.

duced that

which

will

grass and aid greatly

preventing the mid-summer let-down
production.

That manure helps mid-summer promay be shown by topdressing
tests conducted on Paden soil in Tishomingo County. Yields obtained during
July and August by means of movable
duction

cages are as follows:

Percent
grazed

Yield dry wt.

Treatment

per acre

None
Manure

1766
3063

]8

69

These data show that applications of

manure

not

only

growth but that

summer

increases

this

growth

is

grazed

|

i

I
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jiuch

Trass

The vegetation on

better.

consisted

pasture
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principally

of

this

Dallis

and lespedeza.

The importance or necessity of reall animal manures back to the
Dastuie is shown by data ci'ed in U. S.

:urning

D.

A.

Miscellaneoirs

Publication

194,

'A Pasture Handbook," as follows:

"In

producing-

100

pounds of beef

3
annually, approximately
pounds of nitrogen, 0.94 pound of phosphorous, and 0.17 pound of potassium
are taken from the soil and retained in

Estimating that only oneis returned to benethe pasture, there is an additional

the carcass.
half of the
fit

manure

pounds of nitrogen, 0.87
loss of 12
pound of phosphorous, and 9.96 pou'nds
of

potassium."
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Cooperation in growing pastme and forage crops
acknowledged from: Holly Springs Branch Station,
E. B. Ferris, superintendent; Raymond Branch Station;
South Mississippi Branch Station, J. C. Robert, superintendent; Natchez Branch Station, S. P. Crockett,
superintendent; West Point Experimental Field, T. F.
Akeis, Assistant Agronomist, U. S. D. A.; and to Marvin
Gieger, Experiment Station chemist.
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